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ABSTRACT

The behaviour of vacuum in a o o v a r i a n t l y cons tan t Yang-Mills f i e l d

i s considered. The expressions for the ef fec t ive Lagrangian in an i n -

tens ive f i e l d r ep resen t ing the asymptotic freedom of the theory are found.
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•Z:z £L~zovevj of the cs^ptotic freedom of non-

tbilian ^u^-3 fields '-las aarfced an important step

un our oorooipt of eiiort-distance interactions of

l^L.-;^:.^. •..:̂ 3 earlier alternative- Picture of the Comp-

1 :,•!;; c^-i-i.i:.j cf a bar a charge haa led to the well-

1:̂ .-0'./-. C--'^Lcis.lJcj vri.'ib. the sero charge ' , which is dwe

to 'il'.o iusliin ::_"jure of -the fieidB ia- queetioa, •

;J::S i:io--;-t.iE';^ace bsliaviour of the theory la de-

t3-j:^.zl by vie polai-isa'iion of vaouua with field

cmj.z..;,- . ;-".'-^ larga seuei-ed momenta.

.̂3-j.-. hile, in cuaatuia electrodynamics (Q.E.D.) -

•iliij .;:o£t merited abelian field theory - i t was es-

ta^lij'.ed comparatively long ago • '» that the va-

cuum polarisation with larga virtual squared moaeata

piio'Joas "behave with logarithmic , accuracy just as

fca vacu.'jit. polarization caused by. an intensive ex-

ternal electromagnetic field. The la t ter goes back

to the v,ill-known non-linear Heisenberg-Euler cor-

rection to the Lagrangiani for a constant electromag-

netic fluid taking into account the change of vacu-

um slecirons motion by this external field. This re-

lation between the polarization of the vacuum with

large squared momenta photons and the polarization

of the vacuum with an intensive electric (magnetic)

field is ahovm by RitU3 ^ t o be observable with loga-

• Hot to "be submitted for publication.
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rit'omic accuracy in the na:ct to the Heis enberg-Euler '

correction to the Las*sa£ien accounting for the change

by the external field of a radiative interaction bet-

ween tie vacuun electrons (in now popular terms - the

two-loop sori'sotion);

2iiis relation is naturally of no surprise, since

in such a gauge theory aa Q.E.D., the La^ran^e

and polarisation functions, describing the same phe-

nomenon, are defined by the effective value of the

Tt operator, where /'et
=£t "^aL^ Aj *a the vector

pcicntial of the electromagnetic field) and is of the

order of p

and of the order of

for a virtual quantum

f for aa in-F^cj~>

tensive p field, since in the latter case the

function is formed at XzfeF/ distances f^»
4/ small

in comparison with the -Compton length of the electron.

It follows from the last circumstance that the Lag-

range function for the constant field gives the cor-

rect description of polarization corrections for va-

riable fields if they are sufficiently intensive *̂*J.

In what follows we shall give additional arguments in

favour of the fact that the investigation of the Lagran-

^isn in the strong field limit gives us the same in-

formation as -the -• field polarization function, i.e.

while calculating the quantum corrections to the intensive

- 3 -

cor.atcnt xJ.^ld Lc^rar.^isn, we study the small distance

^•ohcvicur ox1 tl-.a theory.

Che aforesaid justifies the manifest interest in the

ccr^idsra-iior. of an analogous problem for the non-a.be-

licn Y^j-^i l la field discucsod in these lectures. It

i;3 olDvicus tliat ";ha asyi:j;:otic freedom of a non-abe-

11^.: -;!;;;-1;* should cs seen explicitly^ in the structure

o-2 «h.s I i^acse function of an intensive constant

The next section deals vith the investigation of this prSBIea,

2. l . Porme. 1 isn 6,7)

.••sr the calculation of the effective action /

( &nd of 'ihe effective Lagrangian) as well as the Green

L'_i-3J;ion :l:i ia external field, we shall use the method

^̂ •...jO5sd in the work by Sawidi and the author

also Hex". S )

(see

The approach of Eef.6 is baaed on the strict covariant

procedure developed by Schwinger in Q.E.D. ^-/reduced

to a dynamical problem for a certain "particle", the

space-time coordinates of which are determined by proper

time equations of motion.

In Q.B.D. the summation of one-loop contributions

1:33 led in Eef .6-to the Heisenberg-Euler correction,

this should be considered as a good verification of the

...-._;:.., ir.-i „« tha 'X^p theory the exact one-loop



van obtained in two interesting special casea:

the constant field and the plane wave field. Y/hile it

is well knovm that in Q.E.D. the plane wave doea: not po-

larize the electron-positron vacuum during its propa-

gation "'. -;he vacuum polarization in both the above

cases coincided. We shall investigate here,by means of

the same neth.od,the one-loop corrections in Yang-siills

theory ( 1-11 ) dae to the vacuum polarization of this

field.

Consider the Y-li field corresponding to the SU(2)

group. The classic_1 action (for this field) has the

v.'iiere

(2.2)

is the Y-.i field strength tensor; £ a r e struc-

ture constents cf/SUU) group *' . The action (2.1) is in-

wri«nt v.l-c.'i raepect to infinitesimal gauge transformations

A,
(2.3)

'j'i.2 _,i"esĉ -; oossider£"i;ion is easily generalized to

-5-

where
' c.

9
is the covariaut derivative having the property

(2.5)

where (/H~/ ~ ^ ^/>y* O n account of the invariance

to gau^e transformations (2.3), the action (2.1) is sin-

gular. l»:..ce a gauge fixing term should be added to it,

leading in Ita turn to the rise of Peynman and Paddeev-

Popov ghos-is ,~^2) Before . passing to the calcu-

lation of one-loop contribution to the effective action

or to the effective lagrangian, we shall discuss gene-

ral concepts connected with the effective lagrangians.

The effective Lagrangian, by definition, involves

radiation corrections and is written in terms of exter— .

nal field-dependent effective coupling, constants.' In

this sense it is fit for the problem mentioned in the

introduction (Section I), which is connected with the

;ioiC£ into infinity of an external fie]4_. We. have M*

ready ^iven the arguments in favour of the fact that it

is related to the small distance problem.

It is worthwhile to add that this relation is

also dus to the fact that the field dependence of the

„-:• •.2tivi coupling constea'js repeats the momentum-depen«-

-6-



ence of corresponding coupling constants. This may

bo justified by considering Jeyrusan diagrams: large

external fields as well as large values of external

momenta cat small virtual momenta, i.e. suppress the

large distance contribution to the integrals.

In other words, the effective action formalism

offers the possibility to study the small distance

properties of the theory in terais of effective coup-

ling constants entering the effective Lagrangians,

which is impossible in terms of usual coupling cons-

tants entering usual Lagrangians.

-''ram the more general point of view, this problem

is related to the determination of the effective ac-

tion as the generating functional of one-particle ir-

reducible vertex functions.

O2.3 could have pointed out other technical advan-

tages of the effective action formalism (see, e.g.,

?.-L"-13): . the relative simplicity of the consideration

of r.as3 order momenta range, which le&as to some dif-

ficulties when using the renormaliaation group tech-

nique; the simplicity of renormaliaation conditions,

which define here the renorcaliaed coupling constant*

taken at the magnitudes of external fiaida equal to

their vacuum expectation values.

The deter<ninaticn of the charge-as function of

•;he external field v.c.3, presumably, first efficiently

-7-

used in the well-known work by Goleman and Weinberg,•*

It is worthwhile to make one general remark in re-

gard to the gauge invariance of the efficient action.

It is said sonetimes that the effective action (and the

oar̂ c-pcnif.ins effective potential) are defined off the

;..i-- shell, hence, it is not directly connected with

jbjc;?v:;blj quantities and it is needless to require its

:;::iZ~ .—--:: science. But it should be remembered that

sis iiiL,̂ :ive potential determines at any stationary

point the average energy density of the stationary (or

ouasistationary) vacuum,and this compels us to have

gE-u^e-independence of the effective potential. In what

follows the calculations were made gauge-invariant.

3. One-loon contribution to the

•r'.';;tive Y-M. field ^agrangian ''

Let us return to the one-loop contribution to the

affective action P . It has the form l 2 " ^

(3.1)

-8-



Here PP denotes the total trace of the operators in-

cluding the summation over the Lorentz and intrinsic in-

dices as well as the Integration over the 4-space. In

this expression the classical action SfttJ has the form:

(3.2)

where the second tern corresponds to so-called covariant

12 ISV t jf~

gauges- *-"-**• JJ and o< is the gauge parameter. The /}

field in (3,1) and(3.2) is considered as an external one

for all the functional differentiations after which it

is taken tc be A.

We shall examine the effective action

for A fields satisfying classical equations of motion in

the absence of sources:

ry*?^ f . (3.3)

It follows from Ward identities for this class of fields,

pr 1 7
that the / L rJ function Is independent of the gauge

parameter ^ p*'»1<V Below we shall see this explicit ly.

Performing * funotion«l dlffarentimtioa in (3.1) *nd

taking A = A, we have:
(3.4)

-9-

v/here

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

I t follows from (2.5) and (3.7) that

(3-9)

into account that

v/e obtain,for fields satisfying (3.3)/

ty0*) = * (3.10)

-10-



9)
Using the proper time representation for (3.5) and (3-6), we have

J (3.12)

Using (3.10) W3 express Q. as:

^ -iHUM
(3.13)

The c
% f

of (3.13) into (3.11) gives

v/here
(3.H.)

(3.15)

-li-

u &=*-* (3.16)

It follows from (3.10) and (3.15) that

(3.17)

If ther-'^ipon we aiake a cyclic transposition

in the second su.Tna»nd. of (3.14) and use (3 .17) , we

can Lica that i t reduces to the constant term

Thus, the &L -independence of the efficient action

is proved to an accuracy of the trivial, field independent

additive (a:;e also Ref-j.?)

So, we !:a fe ©o ' -

IK.L - t J^

OO

* . r.
(3.19)

I-3low, we also give the expressions for oporatora in-

vjL-cjis to ,'7^ and rad); the gauge dependence in the

:. .-j'j<2i' v.io KsdCi exp l i c i t v/ith. the help of the relation

(3.10),

(3.20)

-12-



A -

+ *-_ tfCO Vl/O M 17
(3.21)

Than, the problem of the calculating ? one-loop

LancrahGian and Green functions ±a defined by formulae

(3.I s)-(3-21), and to solve i t one should know the

matrix elements of the operators (3.15) and (3.16).

Th« aohirlnger m»thod $> ua*& In" RtT^f t&r th« JV̂i*

Covariantly oonatant field 7)

Tho aimplest non-trivial solution of (3.3) i s the co-

.veriiJitly constant field for which

cr O.
(4.1)

The equation (4.1) is a natural generalization of the

constant uniform field of tha electrodynamics ( <$>- P

Applying the commutator /~(7 C7 7** to

and li3ia£ (2.5) and (h.l) ve get

A&C V (4.2)

-13-

It follows from (4.2) that

(4.3)

where /Z- is a certain isotoplc vector.

If ( in a transparent analogy with the eleotro-

dynamioo ) v;e look for the general solution of (4.1)

in -the form

(4.4)

than after the substitution of (4.4) into (4.1) we

obtain,using (4.2),

Beside3, using (4.2) and (4.5) we have from (2.2)

(it.6)

I-i follc-.vs fi-.-,.•. that

(4.7)



where S Is an arbitrary matrix from the adjoint

representation of the group.

The relations (4.4) and (4.7) give the general

gauge-invariant solution of Eq. (4.1). Choosing the

s y 0 gauge, we have from (4.4), (4.3) and (4.5):

^ ^ (4-8)

where y*i/ and H- are independent of X. and

ft^'ft***- ,£ • Thus, the covariantly constant Yang-

Mile field reduces in effect to the abelian ten-

sor T\,,/

The condition of covariant constancy (7.1) writ-

ten as ^

""" , 7 _ ̂  (4.9)

Gives the following factorization for the operator

(3.15): *

2 £L Uo

The relation (4.10) helps to reduce the calculation

-15 -

of (3.18) - (3.21) quantities to the determination

of the matrix element of the operate* =tt,jis} -, tins

ailtm_.Bj nbtMiT'iini-iiaB been mentiirtad xapaatediy, i s aquivsten-*

to the solution of the dynamical problem for some

particle,9).

The corresponding result is:

where
(I* .11)

A/* o Q

(it .is)

the symtoi.-tr . denotes here and in what follows a

trace over Lorentz indices.

Opening in (3.18) and (3.19) the

operators

(4.13)- -6*.

-16-



and using (4.11), we obtain the one-loop Langrangian

A

tr being the trace over th« isotopio indices. The

calculations of the traces in (4.14) are made with

n *
the help of /• and /t, matrix eigenvalues:

'/z.
(4.16)

(4.17)

where

jr _ j f=~ fr /

p
k& e result we find

•0.7-

-t- ll
The first integral on the right-hand side of (4.IB)

coincides with an accuracy of the factor 2 with the

expression for a eirt-loap l»pwgl«n^v of soalar electro-

dynaraica. The factor ^ in this expression ia con-

nected with the increasing phase voluae dua to tlw

presence of the isotopic degree of freedom, the se-

cond integral in (4.18) is due to the "spin coatrlbu-

of th« operator ' B(l) .

In the spinor electrodynamics the

contribution stems from the term ^.e.<S~u^P .

-18-



- 19 -

Choosing the integration contour *' so as to guarantee

the convergence of the integrals at large <f , we

write (4.18) as

+A

wnere -f and £ are real:

r /

- •= K.

*.19)

(4.20)

is the cut parameter.

Let us consider the expreaaion (4«^^) oorrespon^-

to » purely "magnetic" field Zs — O jr

*) In reality tnis procedure reduces to the substitu-

tion -S^—»- ifi in t'ae first and third summands

of 14.18) ,

-19-

Ia thia case we have

= O . (4.21)

The substitution of (4.21) into (4.19) gives

s*

Applying an ordinary renormalization procedure based

on the comnon requirement of radiative corrections

going to zero with the field off,we find in the strong

"magnetic" field limit:

•••/here i s an arbitrary mass specifying the sub-

traction point .

AE, at <f~O, <£- <L O (purely nelectric"field)

hence wo hove

c<

OO

In Q.3.D. the asynptotica **~ g> « *K f^)

corresponds to the expression (4.23) .

-20-
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The proper time integral has singularities and the Lag-

rangian (4.24) acquires the Imaginary part which,.

0
after the calculations, *a

>

AB the probability ef all the vacuum'' state conserving

'processes in the V volume during the time T is given by

then from (U.25)1 a strong instability of a vacuum'state

f o l l o w s i f the Yang-Mills fl«ld remains mass-lese. ,

20)
5. tfa» of renormallzation group-. '

The renormaiization group method has already been -used

in the abov«-»sntioned work by Coleman and Wainberg *4>

for the investigation of the effective Lagrangian

aayjuptoticc of T ~ theory in strong fields.

In this section we shall apply this method for the

YaK5-:,;ilJ.5i field. Wo shall see that the negative sign

1% is natural that the, expression (4.27) coincides

•.i"Lv. Vr.c i-v.^i. __•„' part o- spin-0 maseless particle

.'•.-.r̂i.;;: ••••1th an accuracy of factor j£ .

t,25)

ia (4.23) ia Just indicative of the asymptotic freedom

of Yang-Mille theory.

l e t US examine 'in more detail the relation of tHe «ffeet*v»

Lagrangian ..to the Gell-Kann-Lov S function appearing in the ĵcenanngro

method.

The cardinal point in our consideration will ti« the

use of the so-called eovariant gauges" ̂ '^'^v (me

formula (3.2)).

In these .gauges the counter-tens has the general

form:
(5.1)

Y-H

where £ is independent of the form of gauge function.

Hence follow three important conclusions. First, thtre

is a relation between the vertex and war* functions

renorjaalization constants- «,15|17./*

- J? (5.a)

and the action is rfcnormaliaed as a whole.

Second, '2f and Vj, are Independent of the form

of the gauge function. And the third conclusion,in-

ferred from the first two.reads: the anomalous 41-

J-'of th*.field - independeat of the fora

."ur.oticn in th'cse gauges and is QOBnaOted

-S2-

-21-



v/itii the Goll-Llann-Iiow P

simple relation

- function by means of a

(5.3)

The choice of Yang-^illa fields satisfying the

froe equations of motion (3-3) allowed ua to take -
12 15 T7)

completely the advantages ofcovariant gauges' • ' ',

proving complete gauge invariance of the effective

action /

The relation (5.3) holds for all the fields sa-

tisfying the condition (3.3).

Let ua expand the effective action / into the
21)

functional T«c,-lor series ' i

where / is the n-th partial one-particle irreducible

Vertex function transforming at renormalization as:

I is

rc"}-* , ~ (5.5)

(5.5), together with the conditions of renormali-

-23-

::.r\?>l:i.cp; the reijora-group invariance of / .

Ljirj standard arguments, usual for the derivation-

of rer-orffi-group equations- 'and taking into account

the gauge invariance, wo find the following equation

for f '.

Aj.
(5.6)

With a view to the following, it ie necessary to use

the expansion of i into momentum powers instead

of tho expansion (5.6) of f into /} field powers.

We have in the coordinate apace

(5.7)

Prom the gauge invariance it follows that the

eZ function depends only on /̂- and *£/ invariants

end does not contain any (covariant) derivatives of



the strength \Tu%> . The function <*£• contains a

covariant derivative etc. The function &Z, is dis-

tinguished by the fact that only covariantly cons-

tant fields (4.1),studied in detail in Section 4,

oontrifciit* to it*

Since, as ia mentioned above, the renormalieation

of the invariant action as a whole takes place in the

manifestly eovariant formulation of Yang-Hille theory,

the conventional renormalization conditions could be

expressed only with the help of the function jf. :

(5.a)

Substituting the' expansion (5.7) into<5-6),we find

the equation for ££ .

Let us again consider the fields for which Ij - 0.

In this case the equation for ££ has the formr

(5.9)

We define the dimenfrionless quantity £j as follows:

(5.10)

-25-

A3 the dimemionlesa quantity ^ may depend on

zf~ and/* only by means of the relation /&"/ A,*,

vie have .

where

3
J

(5.12)

It follows from (5.8) and (5.11) that

(5.13)

and taking into account (5.3) and _^5;12) we obtain:

(5.14)

1'Q solve the equation (5.11) we define the function

J, satisfying the equation

-26-



zjt- - JY.». (?) (5.15)

under tlie boundary condition

(5.16)

Then the solution of (5.11) with the boundary con-

dition (5.8) is written

L c
j.

The integral over L could ea-Bilj- ie taken using

(5.3) and (5.15). We have finally
(5.18)

It is evident that all the above arguments are ap-

plicable to Q.E.D. and we can -write:

(5.19)

- 2 7 -

v.-here

(5.20)

The above remarkable formulae (5.18) and (5.19)

are the basis of that relat ion between the effective

Lagrangisn " asymptotics for an effective field and

the araall distance behaviour of a gauge theory

given by the & — function, mentioned ,-• in the introduc-

t ion. In part icular , the J£ - function i s seen from

(5.19) to determine the denslty_ojf_3£Bcuum_ energy

in the_uniforai magnetic f ie ld . We could consider

— /j{?'jj to be the magnetic (dielectr ic) accept-

abi l i ty of the vacuum in the magnetic (e lectr ic)

field.

Up to now our consideration was not connected

with the perturbation theory. Now, using the re-

sults of one-loop approximation for Yang-Mills

theory (see (4.23)) and Q.E.D. (see footnote on p.20) ve

can write:

L (5.21a)

- 2 3 -



(5.21b)

For corresponding S -functions we have in this

approximation

f*>- ±L s> B

(5.22)

The difference in signs in (5.21a,b) and in

(5.22) for the Yang-Mills theory and Q.E.D. is na-

tur«lly the manifestation of the difference between

the asymptotic freedom and the aero-charge situa-

tion of these theories.

From (5.21a) and (S.2Ih) we can write for the

"icasnetic" ("dielectric") -.acceptability of the vacuum

in the case of Yang-Milla field and Q.E.D. in one-

loop approximation ( O. f{(&J &/* ̂  ^J

^f-e.MCPJ
^^-

-29-

6. Hopes for confinement ?

Up to now we have teen interested in the field

asymptotics of the one-loop lagrangian.- (4.19) or (4.22),

V îat could be inferred about i t s behaviour for

f inite fields?

C—.aider, e.g. (4.22), studied in detail by
23)

Savvidi. '
Uains the. conditions (5.1) and (5,8) one could

r»duo« ti«c iategral (4.22) to the expression

Oa

we have, after the integration.

-30-



Thus we find for the deaaity of vacuum energy in the

presence of a oonstant "magnetic" Yang-Mills field" 2

(6.15

This formula resembles in form (3.10) (or (4.5))

of the work by Coleman and Weinberg • *; describing

the dynamical breaking of symmetry due to the ra-

y
diative corrections in ^ - theory.

Like this formula, the minimum of vaouum energy

-in the "magnetic" Yang-Mills field in (6.1) ie

achieved at finite / / > C . Thus, the one-loop

model allows us to hope that owing to the exchange

of Yang-Mills field gluons we can have the quark

confinement, and this la connected with the asymptotic

freedom of the theory. The formula (5.18) and the

•two-loop correction to. & *'make it likely-

that tho multiloop corrections win hot lead to the

disappearance of the minimum of the energy of vacuum

polarized by Yang-Mills field gluons. Of course,

a number of fundamental problems should be solved,

for example th« prot>le» of dynamical genera-

tion of eJ

mass, the related problem of the 3ense

si' i.:-ra-rea aut-ofi" parameter M in all our for-

mulae, say in (6.1), etc.
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